
Hi-Grow®
Tabletop strawberry growing system

Lower cost
while increasing

your yield.



E�ective for strawberry production

The Hi-grow tabletop strawberry system 
has been developed from the ground up 
based on the fundamentals of substrate 
production – reducing capital costs while 
improving oxygenation, drainage and 
separation from drainage. We have broken 
the tradition of using expensive metal 
gutters, and and o�er a breakthrough 
product that reduces costs while improving 
quality instead of compromising quality.

Designed to lower cost while increasing
yield.

Our latest system includes several versions,
from our lowest priced option using
tensioned wires, to our premium product
built with snap-together metal tubes. It can
support troughs and slabs. It is available 
with and without drainage collection and
supports in-line drippers as well as drip
stakes.

What sets Plantlogic apart from our
competitors is our consistent focus on
innovation to improve growers’ bottom line.
We do this by optimizing root health to
improving yields, and increasing labor
e�ciency. We combine feedback from 
years of field trials with diverse in-house
manufacturing capability including metal
forming and plastics. We are able then to 
combine technologies to develop a truly 
breakthrough system that saves money and 
improves yields. It is rare that a product can 
provide better performance and at a lower 
price.

While some systems claim to lower 
grower’s upfront cost, they actually 
increase labor during installation, increase 
substrate costs, or reduce substrate 
utilization. We haven’t cut corners on 
quality or plant performance.
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Rail Version - Trough system

Wide handle
provides  

strawberry 
truss support.

Excellent drainage

Cost less than other 
tabletop substrate 

systems.

$$
$$

$$

Optional drainage 
collection

Helps control humidity 
in greenhouses and 

tunnels.

Maximize airflow 
and oxygenation

Maximize the crop area
Overlapping handles 

saves space along row.

Wire clips
specially designed for 

in-line or lateral 
irrigation.
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Drainage collection keeps ground dry and prevents pollution from fertilizer runo�. 

Drainage collection prevents groundwater pollution from run o�.

Non-drainage collection, plastic or metal gutter available.

Save money by using bulk substrate.
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Lower upfront 
capital expense.

$$

$$

Maximize airflow 
and oxygenation

Wire clips
specially designed for 

lateral irrigation

Excellent drainage

Able to be upgraded to 
the trough version at 

anytime.

Optional drainage 
collection

Helps control humidity 
in greenhouses and 

tunnels.

Rail Version - Slab system
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Avoids debris and algae buildup in gutter.

Hard troughs allows moving of plants from nursery to production area without 
damaging roots.
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Specialized troughs for Hi-Grow® System

9L Trough with truss support

18L Trough with truss support

Slab base

1305409
1305909
1302809
1300010
30050008

A
156 mm

142 mm

-

45 mm

32 mm

B
257 mm

165 mm

205 mm

50 mm

-

C
511 mm

1014 mm

-

-

-

9L Trough For Strawberries, With Truss Support
18L Trough For Strawberries, With Truss Support
Slab base for rail grow
Plastic gutter 
Metal gutter 
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Available colors:

Black White Terracotta

USA
+1 (213) 222 6433

Australia
+86 159 0674 1627

Contact us
sales@getplantlogic.com

Click
to see video
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